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Chronic inflammatory demyelinating polyradiculoneuropathy (CIDP) is one of the few neuropathies where immunotherapy can improve strength, sensation, mobility and function. A commonly used treatment strategy for CIDP is use of intravenous immunoglobulin (IVIG), which has the benefit of being well-tolerated in most patients and with evidence of efficacy.1 Although this treatment is routinely available as an out-of-hospital infusion in countries such as the United States, England, and Holland,2 it is only available for infusion within the hospital setting in Canada.

In an effort to shift point-of-care for IVIG treatment in Canada to a more efficient and cost-saving out-of-hospital model, we performed a proof of principle study of home IVIG infusion in patients with CIDP, published in the Canadian Journal of Neurological Sciences in 2011.3 The study showed that infusing IVIG in the home is a feasible and safe option for maintenance therapy in patients with CIDP in Canada. The current study is a follow-up study evaluating the safety and tolerability of maintenance IVIG for patients with CIDP infused in an urban community care access centre (CCAC) service facility where the nursing ratio per patient is higher than the 1:1 nursing ratio required for home infusion. Our hypothesis is that treatment of CIDP with maintenance IVIG in the CCAC treatment facilities is feasible, safe and well-tolerated, offering yet another viable option for treatment of chronic neuromuscular conditions outside the hospital setting in Canada.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The study protocol received ethics approval from the Research Ethics Board of the Institute for the Toronto Community Care Access Program (TOCCAC) in Toronto, and all patients in the study provided consent for this study. Patients with CIDP followed at our neuromuscular clinic at the Toronto General Hospital (TGH) were approached to enter the program, either by phone or during their regular clinic appointments. Inclusion criteria included subjects 18 years of age and older; EFNS confirmed diagnosis of CIDP requiring chronic therapy with IVIG; clinical stability while on treatment in the past six weeks prior to inclusion in the study, and no previous serious adverse reaction from IVIG historically. Exclusion criteria included any other neurological condition(s) interfering with the clinical assessment of CIDP or study assessment, known immunoglobulin A deficiency and female subjects who were pregnant or breastfeeding.

Once patients were deemed eligible for this program, they underwent an initial assessment as part of routine care. Upon meeting eligibility criteria, subjects were admitted into the program. The following assessments were performed upon entry and exit from the program: 1) quality of life index 2) health care utilization questionnaire 3) neurological examination including Medical Research Council sum score and sensory testing. All patients enrolled in this program received Gamunex IVIG 1 g/kg over one to two days, with pre-treatment medication: diphenhydramine 50 mg and/or acetaminophen 650 mg one to two tablets orally, as per their routine/ regular pre-treatment practice and only if pre-treatment was part of their standard pre-treatment regimen in the hospital setting. Treatment with IVIG was given as per the patient’s usual treatment schedule for a total of three months in four patients and 18 weeks in patients receiving IVIG every 6 weeks. At the completion of the three months of immunoglobulin treatment, patients were asked their level of satisfaction using a patient satisfaction questionnaire with the program, and whether preference was hospital or community based infusion.

Administration of IVIG was divided into the following steps: 1) pick-up and transport of immunoglobulin from Toronto General Hospital 2) preparation and set-up of product 3) patient education 4) administration of immunoglobulin and monitoring/record keeping 5) post-infusion monitoring and surveillance. A neuromuscular nurse with expertise in IVIG infusion (VR): 1) led a program which provided training of procedures used in the Toronto General Hospital medical day unit to CCAC staff 2) initiated and assisted in transfusion of IVIG with patients 3) reviewed all necessary documentation for infusion and follow-up including review of adverse events 4) ensured that administration of immunoglobulin followed the Canadian and American standards for administration of blood products. The CCAC site used for this study is one of four sites in Toronto and one of 14 in Ontario which delivers care to patients which includes wound care and infusion of medications. There are two private patient treatment areas serviced by two to four clinical nurse specialists, and patient throughput ranges from 10 to 30 per day depending on the treatments required. As is the case with hospital-based programs, the prescribing physician (in this case HDK) was responsible for managing any acute IVIG reactions and as such the CCAC team
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had access to the physician’s pager with instructions to contact him if this were to occur.

RESULTS

Five subjects (four male, one female) ranging in age from 42 to 72 were included in the study. All had been diagnosed with CIDP with symptoms of numbness, tingling and weakness in the extremities (duration of disease 24-48 months) and had previously received IVIG by infusion in the medical day unit of the hospital. Doses were one g/kg every four weeks in four patients and every six weeks for patient 5. During three out of the 15 infusions, two patients were infused simultaneously in the allotted clinic space. All five patients completed three infusions in the CCAC over a period of 12 weeks in four patients and 18 weeks in the patient receiving IVIG every six weeks. All five patients were able to maintain strength as measured by the Medical Research Council (MRC) sum score (mean 78.6 vs. 75.2 points, p = 0.45) as did the Jamar hand grip strength (mean 23.4 vs. 28.1 kg right hand, p = 0.23 and mean 21.5 vs. 27.1 kg left hand, p = 0.19), and sensation as measured on neurological examination. The SF-36 also showed no significant change in at three months: mean 38.4 vs. 39.6 points, p = 0.76 in physical domains (score/100) and 35.7 vs. 35.3 points, p = 0.89 in mental domains (score/100).

No serious adverse events were noted and expected, minor adverse events including mild headache was seen in three out of five patients. One patient experienced a re-appearance of facial numbness experienced years prior determined to be due to CIDP; MRI brain was normal without evidence of stroke or intrinsic lesion.

Three of the five patients scored 80/80 in patient satisfaction and two patients scored high at 76/80 and 79/80. Three patients out of five expressed a preference for CCAC infusion compared to hospital-based infusion, and one patient stated either was acceptable. One of the patients preferred hospital-based infusion because it was closer to his home compared to the CCAC. All subjects expressed satisfaction with the individualized therapy, increased autonomy in management of their own health care, minimization of difficult commutes and time spent in the hospital.

DISCUSSION

Our results demonstrate that similar to home-based IVIG, out-of-hospital community care based IVIG infusion for neuromuscular conditions in Canada is safe and well-tolerated as maintenance treatment in patients with CIDP. All the patients were highly satisfied and supportive of the community-based IVIG program and most patients preferred infusion in the CCAC service facility to hospital-based treatment.

The notion that administering blood products outside the hospital setting is unsafe has now been proven false through a number of international publications and our own data in the home and community care setting.3,4 The priority then is to optimize patient autonomy in order to save visits to hospital, which can be achieved either through infusion of IVIG in the home for patients with significant disability or in a community care access centre where available. Potential benefits from home or CCAC infusion include improved patient autonomy, minimizing time spent away from work, decreased traveling time and costs all have a potential on improving their quality of life.

As in our previous home study, patient satisfaction was high and most patients preferred out-of-hospital infusion to in-hospital treatment. This observation is consistent with experience in the United States and England, where home infusion is a first-line and preferred treatment option for chronic neuromuscular conditions. In Canada’s complex geography, access to care for specialized services remains a major limitation to optimal care. The current study demonstrates the feasibility of a safe community care option to supplement current rural outreach programs or the current strained urban hospital-based infusion model. Although the CCAC network is unique to Ontario, there are analogous community programs with similar infrastructure in other provinces in Canada, including community care services in the British Columbia Health Authority and Health and Social Service Centres (CSSSs) in Quebec. Although most other provinces in Canada do deliver out-of-hospital care, this is primarily through in-home programs. To date, no systematic pathway exists for routine administration of IVIG out of hospital through any of these community or home programs, something we hope to change through dissemination of the current results. Studies are also underway to evaluate the efficacy and feasibility of immunoglobulin self-administered subcutaneously, which may also offer an additional out-of-hospital option for patients and clinicians.5

There are limitations to our study. Firstly, it is limited to a small group of neuromuscular patients requiring chronic treatment with IVIG, and may not be applicable to all patients requiring IVIG treatment, particularly if they are clinically unstable. The space and nursing aspect constraints throughout different CCAC’s across Ontario and across Canada which are not equipped to service patients with infusion-based therapy are also a significant limiting factor. Finally, cost savings thought to be associated with out-of-hospital infusion compared to hospital-based options remain to be confirmed through formal cost-benefit analysis.

As health care resources continue to be increasingly scarce in Canada, alternative rational and cost-effective treatments and delivery methods are critical, especially as new therapies emerge. We encourage physicians in Canada to continue to consider out-of-hospital treatment programs in the chronic treatment of neuromuscular patients in an effort to improve access, optimize care and shift costly point-of-care treatment from hospital to community treatment for neuromuscular patients.
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